


ADHD, attention, deficit or disorder?

Deficit of 

attention ?

They can focus 

when they 

want? 

Hyper focus – can focus when there is a lack of distraction and 

become immersed eg video games . The focus is in their control 

and no amount of effort will change it .

Attention is differently 

distributed and often 

they have too much of it. 

The difficulty is  with 

switching and  directing 

attention 

X

X





How might ADHD impact on every day life ?

People with ADHD 

have  Executive 

Functioning 

Difficulties

At least 40% of people with 

ADHD have sensory 

processing difficulties 

The brain 

decides where 

the focus will 

be  which 

means they 

have difficulty 

directing and 

switching 

attention

Struggle with emotional 

and self regulation  -

often think people are 

saying bad things about 

them .

Poor time 
management 
and 
organisational 
skills

Don’t know 
how to start 

Might not of 

actually taken in 

what they have just 

heard



Executive Functioning Skills 

Working 

Memory

Hold 

information , 

access it and 

use it 

Cognitive 

Flexibility

Inhibitory 

Control

Filter out 

distractions, 

think before 

acting.

Think about 

things 

differently

Processing speed, 

poor time 

management

Initiating tasks and staying 

focused.  Problem solving and  

reflecting. Switching  and 

sustaining attention

Regulating emotional 

responses



Most people  

do this without  

effort thought 

or difficulty







Skills required to have a conversation ……

Switch and maintain attention

Emotional regulation

Filtering sensory knowledge

Accessing knowledge, reflecting on what has been said

Impulse control

Social and communication skills – taking turns , topic maintenance, 

listener awareness ( how loud we are, how long we speak for).





Often we want to do the same things you want us to 

do …..

Focus on work
Read a book
Listen to what you are saying
Remember faces, birthdays and 
dates,
Sometimes focus enough to have a 
conversation or watch a film.

‘I am always told to stop making silly mistakes, 

to stop distracting people, to stop chewing . 

Why cant they tell me what I am doing right ?



How might  we know that a young person is 

struggling with undiagnosed, mistreated, un-

managed ADHD? 

*School refusal

*Depression , 

anxiety, self harm 

can mask ADHD

*Distracting and 

diverting  

behaviour and 

language



Solutions:

The way lessons are structured , bell tasks , collaborative tasks – we are working towards 

clear structure in every lesson , tasks are chunked and timed. 



Motivation boards – provide structure

Introduction

Where do rivers start ?

Springs

Marsh

High in a mountain

Tributaries are …… The river channel is …..

The river bank is …

The river ends when it 

….

5 mins

Describe the Anatomy of a river?

5 mins 5 mins 5 mins

Motivation and 

support



Remaining on , or returning to a task - be explicit

Now
• I need you to ..

Next
• Next you need to add…

Then

• Then you need to finish 
by…

Tell them 

what they 

should be 

doing.

Not what 

they should 

not be 

doing.



● Tasks that allow movement.

● Give them a task to do – get the books for their table 

● Give them something to fiddle with – stress ball , blu tack, 

● Allow them to doodle if this is what helps

● Chair leg bands

● Velcro strips

● Repeat the instructions ( adhd cannot rely on their memory)

● Visual clues – use the sand times , put them in front of them.

● Ask them to help / demonstrate something so they have to get up and move, 

especially those who are hyper active. ( depends on the child)

● Please remember that effort requires a great deal of concentration , the more 

effort they use, the more tired they get.



What does

medication

do ?




